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The College Emblem is so devised as to signi$ tbe utmost qualities that a student should acquire through

right education for betterment of the self and sociery. The Emblem depicts an open book at the centre flanked

by two elephants. Below these, there is a lady with a lamp sitting on a lotus flower. To her background is a

mountain from which a river descends.

THE OPEN BOOK

The open book symbolizes that our students get the right knowledge from the College through Quality

Education.

THE ELEPHANTS

The two elephants at the top signift the courage and stength that our students get through Academic,

Physical and Spiritual Education offered by the College.

The Lamp in the hands of a lady indicates the enlightenment of mind and soul that our students get through

the Human Excellence education. The lamp also sl,rnbolises the removal of ignorance. The lotus flower on
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THE I-AMP

which the lady rests indicates National Orientation ofour College.
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THE MOT]\TAIN

The mountain signifies that the College is located near the foot hills of the Anaimalai Range of Western

Ghats. It also symbolises that one should aim as high as mountains.

I'HE RI\'ER

The river that descends from the Mountain indicates that one should be as soft and clean as water and be

useful to others.
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The motto depicts that wisdom directs students to focus their mind to differentiate between good and bad and

should strive to achieve good for the selfand society.

Based on the Logo and Motto, the College Vision and Mission are
derived.
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